
 

Recycling system for Blocks 
 
 
All over the World the fresh and the waste water is coming the main problem. With our innovative 
solutions we could grey waste water recycling and turn it back into WC water tanks, system for 
watering green plots or any other needs. To be even more environmental oriented, our system is 
low power consumption and it could runs only on solar power.  
 
How the system works? 
Waste water from washbowls, shower baths and kitchens is gravity entry into grey water tank. This 
water contains detergents, hairs, skin, grease, ect. 
 
From the grey water tanks the water is pump thru our invention, self-cleaning, TWE pre-filter unit. 
This system keeps all parts, which are bigger than 500 microns. So clean water, then entries into 
gravity separator. The rest part of water is return back into grey water tank. Into the grey water tank 
the substances are concentrating and been automatically splash into outlet, when is necessary. In 
the separator the system separate parts which have the specific weight lower than water and on the 
other hand also the parts which have specific weight bigger than water. After that water entry into 
ultrafiltration station, who works as a molecular riddle. After that the purified water is collecting into 
water tank, which fill up the WC water tanks and could be also used for watering green plots around 
the block. 
Into the standing recycled water in the water tank, the system all the time supplying ozone thru 
ozone generator, which is needed for assuring water quality. A part of purified water travel into 
reverse osmosis, which is used for eliminating detergents. That is how we get the water which is 
suitable for watering of green plots.   
With our ultrafiltration we could assure 95% exploitation. The water which we use for flushing the 
membranes (cross flow) we repeatedly sending back into separator and we used repeatedly.  
The reverse osmosis has bad exploitation (apx. 30%). That is why we all water which RO could not 
use, sending into water tank for filling WC water tanks. This way repeatedly exploitation (apx. 90%) 
used water. The rest 10% we lost by head water tank and separator.  
All the systems running with low pressure (1 to 3 bars) is power consumption minimum. The only 
bigger consumer is reverse osmosis. All this parameters assure us to running the system below 
2000W which we could assure thru solar cells.  
The whole system is controlled by our invention IT controller. The most important is a fact that for 
cleaning of membranes we do not use any chemicals.  
Because all the system, also self-cleaning of membranes, is running automatically, is needed 
maintenance of the system, only once a year. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

 
 



 

 


